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Mill Hill report 24 January 2010
Whisky win for a Wycherley
by Peter Davies
Members and friends travelled from various directions to converge on Mill Hill
for the January meeting at Billy’s
grave. Various comments were
made about the respective journeys and the weather but the majority of the January snow and ice
had gone although it was grey and
cold at the graveside and not a
day to linger.
Billy’s grave was soon resplendent
with floral tributes and there was
a good turn out despite the cold.
Clare and Linda
At the Church Hall Ken and Cecilia had got things organised and the merchandise stalls were soon in demand as were the teas and coffees from Rita’s Kitchen
to accompany the buffet food on the centre table.
All of The Sound of Fury team attended and once
again the meeting was led by Team Leader Chris
Eley who welcomed everyone. He opened his remarks by producing an appreciative letter from Brent
Lodge Animal Sanctuary thanking us for our recent
donation in memory of Billy. Chris also welcomed
Claire Mehmet Nugent who briefly spoke of her involvement with Hospital contacts and encouraged
members to also do so. Chris continued by informing
all that the next meeting will be in the adjacent
Church Hall main room on 18th April next. The meeting will be until 6.30 p.m. to celebrate what would
have been Billy’s 70th birthday and he asked that
those attending dress up appropriately if possible to
make the day special.
He explained that certain sub-post offices had altered
the rules concerning postages of the Christmas magazine and apologised to those who had had to pay
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Rob Dee

extra (only a handful to date). Chris thanked those who had sent stamps and
extra donations and those who had renewed their subscriptions and also
thanked everyone for buying the calendars which had once again sold out.
He then mentioned several forthcoming dates which included 19th/20th March
Sunnyside event, ‘Yesterday Once More’ weekend in June at the Adelphi in
Liverpool and the Dance Show in Nottingham on 11th July next.
Chris then mentioned that Billy frequently used the Decca Broadhurst Garden
recording studio in Camden and there is a possibility that one of the walkways could be named Billy Fury
Way (it now has been – Ed.). He finished by thanking everyone who
came today and in reply Claire
thanked Chris and the team for all
that they do in keeping alive
Billy’s music and memory.
There were two auction items on
the day which went for £80 with
Linda McMeiken outbidding others once again to take the larger
item back to the Isle of Man.
Jackie and Linda circulated with
the raffle tickets and Jen attended
to membership and entrance
records.
The raffle had a large number of
items including a Grouse Whisky
Rob rocking Roy and Colin
presentation set which a number
of people had already earmarked including George Wycherley. Needless to
say his was the first ticket drawn! No prizes for guessing what he chose.
Time now for Rob Dee to tread the boards in a set of nineteen songs to keep
everyone entertained. He dedicated Wondrous Place to the late Pauline Swindells and Blue Suede Shoes for Colin. Apart from many Billy numbers he also
performed Eddie Cochran’s C’mon Everybody and Elvis’s My Baby Loves Me
before closing the concert with audience participation on Let Me Go Lover and
Halfway to Paradise.
The next Mill Hill meetings
18th April 2010 (70th birthday meeting)
and 10th October 2010.
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Mick (Michael Robert) Green
February 22nd 1944–January 11th 2010
Unfortunately I never met Mick but I did see him backing Billy Fury on two occasions in 1982. I also had his email address and ironically planned this year, to
contact him about his work with Billy during 1982. The one thing that no-one
has mentioned in the tributes to him on the net and in magazines (that I have yet
seen anyway), is that great later work with Billy.
Mick was a stunning guitarist and when he combined with Billy’s raw vocals on
classic rock ‘n’ roll numbers the result was epic. The most outstanding was the
sheer raw power of them both when Billy performed Wondrous Place at the Stuart
Henry MS Appeal, The Venue, London, July 15th 1982. This version of one of
Billy’s favourite and most credible recordings is perhaps the best ever – and that
is down in large part to Mick. A good quality recording exists and more should
be made of this performance.

October 1st 1982 © Chris Eley Collection
A number of rock ’n’ roll classics interspersed with Billy’s hits were performed
at the other two gigs, which were at the Blue Boar Festival site near Nottingham
on July 17th and again at the Inde Coope Social club, Burton-on-Trent on October
1st, 1982. The latter gig was recorded on cassette tape and numbers such as Unchain my Heart, My Babe and Johnny B Goode rock hard and heavy. The ballads
didn’t seem to work so well but frankly live they seldom do. Having Billy and
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Mick together on stage was about as good as it gets. I deeply regret not getting
the names of the drummer or bass player for these gigs, but obviously their contribution was also important, as they meshed with Mick to provide those memorable performances. (If anyone knows who they were please let me know.)
Mick was of course more than famous for his work with the Pirates and initially,
with Johnny Kidd and the Pirates
whom he joined, contrary to the belief
of many, in1962, two years after the legendary Shakin’ All Over. His contributions to that band, especially during
their ‘Beat Group’ style chart resurgence and the incarnations that followed after Johnny tragically died are
The Dekotas:1967 Frank Farley, Mick Green, legion and his ability to create such a
Robin Macdonald
large, heavy, lead and rhythm guitar
sound has influenced many bands, Dr Feelgood included. Mick was quite simply that over used cliché – a legend. Later during the 70’s and 80’s, the Pirates,
as a trio with Frank Farley and Johnny Spence, were one of the most successful
live ‘pub’ bands with fans all over the world, also releasing albums like the one I
bought back then, Out of Our Skulls.
During the mid 60’s Mick joined the Dakotas, with Billy J Kramer, but when Billy
J left around 1967 the band backed Billy Fury for a while, including on radio.
Both Mick and Pirates long term drummer, Frank Farley, apparently rated Billy
and spoke highly of him to a fan and friend, Alan Wheeler, to whom I am indebted for his contribution to this tribute. It appears they backed Billy in the studio
on the recording of Spider and the Fly, before releasing their own version on a single, Philips label number BF (how appropriate!) 1645 in 1968.
Mick’s other association with Billy was when he co-wrote and co-produced the
song Deborah, featured on the posthumous album, The One and Only. Later Mick
played lead and did vocals (never his strong point he used to say apparently) on
a version of Wondrous Place, recorded for the CD Land of the Blind. One of the
highlights of Mick’s later career was backing Sir Paul McCartney during that luminaries back to the rock ’n’ roll roots recordings on the Run Devil Run album
and live on All Shook Up, shown on TV during an Elvis music tribute. This was
apparently shown on January the 8th (Elvis’s birthday) and sadly Mick passed
away on the morning of the 11th. He apparently had a weak heart and other
health issues. He was only 65 and had so much more to give. He does however
leave a wonderful legacy of recorded music and great memories for those of us
fortunate enough to have seen him perform at some time. He will be missed.
Chris Eley
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Billy Fury – A real Pop Idol. A 70th Birthday
Celebration of his life and music
Part one of a two part career overview
The legacy and what might have been
Billy Fury, who was born Ronald Wycherley on April 17th 1940 at Smithdown
Road Hospital, Liverpool, and experienced a fairy-tale like rise to stardom,
would have been 70 years of age this April. His year of birth was later
publicised by his manager Larry Parnes as being 1941. This was simply a ploy
to keep him younger and more vulnerable in the eyes of his legion of female
admirers. There is no telling just how much greater the tale would be if fate, in
the form of rheumatic fever had not eventually caused him to be cruelly robbed
of life just forty two short, but eventful, years later. For a man with such a health
complaint Billy packed a lot into those years, leaving behind a legacy of over
three hundred recordings, but regrettably far too little live performance footage.
Some unseen performances from All That Jazz are known to exist and it is
believed that several Ready Steady Go performances not seen since the 1960’s
may be held by the Dave Clark Organisation. Only by watching the one known
remaining clip Don’t Knock Upon My Door, from Oh Boy, can the utter mesmerising presence of the early years be seen, and in some clips from Play it Cool and
That’ll Be The Day the essence of ‘Fury’ can still be appreciated. The sheer class
and finest vocal excellence of his career is best discovered by watching a
pre-recorded performance from Shindig in 1965, the quite wonderful and
extremely haunting, I’m Lost Without You, which is surely the very best of 60’s
‘pop’ as well as being surely the best of Billy. This was aired during Show 39 on
April 31st 1965 and has recently surfaced on a DVD of four shows available from
www.thevideobeat.com.
The exaggerated claims often made that were it not for illness Billy would have
been bigger than Elvis must be discounted, but he would certainly have given
Britain’s Golden Boy, Cliff Richard, more of a prolonged run for his money but
for ill health. Exactly where in the scheme of things Billy would be today if fate
had been kinder and he had emulated another musician with a similar condition (Guy Jonson of the Royal Academy of Music who died in 2009 aged 95!)
can only be guessed at. Certainly his life-long passion for wildlife, and especially bird life, would have endured and perhaps his ‘Mixed bag of Birds’, intended
for publication in 1969 might have been resurrected. The well photographed
collection of birds released on postcards during 1982 gives an indication of how
serious Billy was about his hobby and how well he could do in that medium.
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Live on stage—June 1974 © SKR International Ltd
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As late as 1975 he had every intention of publishing his work as an article in
the Grimsby Telegraph reported. Billy was appearing at the Sands nightclub
in Cleethorpes, backed by the Pocket Orchestra. The paper stated that ‘When
in Cleethorpes Billy was about to have a book on birds published. Although it
would bear his name it would be ghost-written. The reason: he said he was
“not educated”. Fury in fact went to the same school in Liverpool as Ringo
Starr. “I think we were all a bit thick to be going to that school” he said. Typical Billy!
Had he been allowed to ‘Creak on like an old door’ as his surgeon said his national tour to places such as those shown below would have promoted more
hit singles, very likely the lovely Let Me Watch The Children Play, the countrystyle reworking of Angela Jones and a sure-fire hit, the Arthur Alexander classic, made famous by Steve Alaimo/Dusty Springfield, Everyday I Have To Cry.
Ace producer Stuart Colman wanted Billy to record the latter but Billy had
started to refuse to come into the studio with Stuart it seems, even if he was
willing to do the Unforgettable recordings. Stuart later recalled; “In the last
months of his life he partied big time, often to the point where I couldn’t get
the rascal into the studio.” Ace guitarist Mick Green of the Pirates, who cowrote and co-produced the song Deborah said that Billy was quite poorly but
put a brave face on it during June of 1982 when this was recorded, let alone
December 1982 when Billy was certainly even more aware of his frailty during
his last official Polydor session recording what would turn out to be three
tracks for a posthumous album. A Top 10 entry was not impossible because
the coverage was planned to be more publicised and with more dates than
those in 1982. Conversely, if an appearance on Russell Harty could only help a
single, Devil or Angel, to reach number 58, judging the result is difficult. It is
likely though, that following screening of the Unforgettable show from
Cinatra’s, all six performances, and the Greatest Hits show, combined with the
tour that the singles would have been placed far higher. In addition, the album, The One and Only would have been properly finished, less patchy and
more successful by far than the number 56 it did reach. The downside is that
Forget Him may never have been released with the new backing, or even
worse, not at all. A small price to pay though to have Billy still with us. What
a vastly different life we would all have had if only we had not lost him, but
the real tragedies are that he lost out on so much of his life, and that he still
had so much potential. This, coupled with his new found confidence and even
reasonable health, could have brought so much good to the music world, and
indeed the animal world, let alone joy to him, his loved ones, and those who
loved and followed him
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Billy and the Mick Green Band – Hucknell 1982 © Chris Eley Collection
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Working under H.A.T. Artists & Management Ltd, based in Carnaby Street,
Billy and The Four Aces, one-time billed as Pepsi and The Colas, led by Mark
Haley (who wrote and recorded the wonderful but still unreleased tribute to
Billy, In the Wind and Rain), were booked in January 1983 to play twenty dates
between February 5th and June 4th 1983. Venues included the Kings at Ilford,
Goldgiggers Chippenham, Baileys at Watford (three dates), Fairfield Hall,
Croydon, Talk of the North, Blighty’s, Talk of East Anglia, Boston, Winter Gardens Bournemouth (for which a poster of Billy with his horses was prepared),
three dates listed as just North East, Norwich Artists, and on 3-4th June, at the
Night Out, Birmingham. Payments, presumably receipts from the venues,
were listed as being just under £30,000.
This tour and any hit streak resulting would only have been of short duration
because Billy, even if he had lived on, would not have been able to sustain the
full workload beyond a certain point. Unlike the 1982 gigs, the best of which
like the Beck Theatre on Sunday 28th November in particular should have
been filmed, the tour would hopefully have been captured on film, and by the
sound desk inexplicably lacking in 1982. A 1984–5 TV Special akin to the incredible Carl Perkins and Friends Show but based on The Sound of Fury album and other self-penned numbers, interspersed with Billy’s hits, 50’s rock
’n’roll classics and blues and country rock classics could have been an option.
Special guests like Mick Green, Joe Brown and Big Jim Sullivan could have led
the picking on the rock ‘n’ roll numbers, and a host of guests including Ian
Hunter and John Miles, Ian Dury, Bob Stanley, even some of the Beatles;
Billy’s neighbour from across the street, Sir Paul McCartney perhaps, would
have contributed, but only on a couple of numbers from the ten inch album so
as not to overshadow the real star of the show. For part of the show Billy
could have reprised his Stormy Tempest persona to show he could rock as
hard and heavy as the superb backing from Mick Green and Co. warranted.
Perhaps a spot for Cliff, (duetting with Billy on Move It and then Turn My Back
on You), Marty (reprising the Boy Meets Girl’s duet on Collette and then taking
turns with Billy to perform Tomorrow’s Clown. Adam Faith and Billy together
on My Babe and The First Time. One thing is for sure – Billy would have more
than held his own despite the stellar cast, his presence standing well above all
others and the programme going down in musical history alongside the Perkins programme and Elvis’s 1968 Comeback Special. We might by now have
been privileged to read Will The Real Man Please Stand Up – My Story by
Billy Fury, although given his terrible memory he would certainly have needed help to get it in order!
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The occasional appearance on-stage alongside those wonderful contemporaries currently treading the boards such as Marty Wilde, Joe Brown, Eden Kane,
John Leyton and others on the Solid Gold and Solid Silver Shows would most
likely have occurred during the 1990’s
and early 2000, with that powerful
voice performing especially well on
the up-tempo and classic numbers
such as My Babe, Unchain my Heart and
Wondrous Place, which he had sung so
well during 1982. These performances
would have been limited though, no
more treadmill year after year for Billy.
Song writing was, without doubt, a
rewarding lifetime thing for this immensely talented man, and perhaps
the odd album or two would have
come our way, with its fair share of
self-penned and reworked tracks. The
latter was something Billy did quite a
lot of with his own material and so at
The cassette version
some stage we might have got Billy
Sings Fury/The Billy Fury Songbook. Perhaps we would have had late in 1983,
‘Billy Fury – Angela Jones – The Album’, instead of ‘The One and Only’, or as a
follow up perhaps, and in the 1990’s ‘Billy Fury Sings the Great American
Songbook’ or ‘Billy Fury – Today’. By the way Billy was groomed and from
comments made at the time by his management it was obvious that there was
an attempt in 1982/83 to make him into another Barry Manilow, despite everyone involved knowing full well that the fans would never let Billy be anything
other than their very own Billy Fury. Billy certainly would never have permitted a title like Billy Fury – Legend, that’s for sure. I wonder if he had any say
in the choice of the title The One and Only! A foray into country rock might
have occurred because Billy liked and rated the Eagles. How nice if he had recorded the wonderful Empty Chair by Narvel Felts, one of the many such
tracks I sent to him in 1982 with a suggestion to record it. According to Tony
Read, Billy played that tape and commented favourably on the selection, certainly by the time it found its way back to me years later it was pretty battered.
Given his liking for producing other artists, from the Trends in May 1964 with
their Pye 45,You’re A Wonderful One to Ricky ‘O’ and ‘Marcus’ during the
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1980’s he could well by now have been very successful in that regard and even
been involved in Pop Idol! Ricky worked with him on several songs including a
re-worked of Communication, adding her contribution as well as recording It’s
Getting Harder with Billy on backing vocals. It seems Mark Haley worked with
him on several work-up tracks as well, a rare privilege. Wind and Rain and In
Danger were very likely not finished, or maybe they just have not surfaced yet.
Billy would have had to be the Mr Nice Guy of any reality show panel though
because trashing others efforts was never Billy’s style. Having said that he was
not above making the occasional comment about other artists, but only a couple
of remarks are on record, and they may well be attributable to others perhaps
ghost writing, as in his music paper review column where he said he didn’t like
Dean Martin very much. Billy had foresight in terms of musical trends and liked
a lot of the young modern acts that were charting during the 1980’s so he could
well have been behind some very successful ‘modern’ bands. His brother Albie
once claimed that they were close in the 1980’s and that Billy had said they
should record together at that time. That puts a whole new perspective on already fine and soulful performances like Helpless released by Albie. There could
well have been ‘An Audience with Billy Fury’ on ITV to celebrate his 70th Birthday and a guest
appearance with
Cliff and the
Shadows on
their 2010 UK
performances.
The latter is unlikely though
because like
Elvis, after consolidating his
position in the
pop universe,
Cliff would not
want to appear
with anyone
who just might
Rocking a drill hall circa 1960
upstage him, even for just a couple of numbers! An appearance on Parkinson before he retired and certainly Jonathon Ross would have been on the cards. With
hindsight it is so surprising that given Billy’s national popularity, despite the
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On stage – 1972
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lack of hits from 1966 onwards, that he was not asked on TV shows more in
the period 1966–82, if only for non-singing roles. Whatever happened to his
appearance on the Simon Dee Show, Lift Off (All the Way to the USA) and
those others he did appear on, some have to exist somewhere.
Dipping back into the reality of his career now, as part of this celebration, it
should be remembered that despite the restrictive health problem caused by
childhood rheumatic fever which caused him to often collapse following the
legendary, but gruelling, early stage performances, curtailed any serious attempts at overseas success and led to his undergoing extensive heart surgery,
the record of his achievements is impressive indeed. Billy had a career total of
twenty-nine hit 45s, resulting in 281 weeks on the singles chart and the award
of two Silver Discs, six hit albums, three best selling EPs, his own forty-two
issue Fury Monthly magazine and membership of the Songwriters Guild. Voted No. 2 UK Male Singer and No. 1 Most Requested Artist for Poll Concert
(live performer); each for three consecutive years, two Radio Luxembourg series of shows, three film appearances, a TV special, numerous TV, radio, live
appearances and several prestigious music awards almost complete the picture. There were also ten Top 10 singles, eleven if Colette is included but it depends on the point of reference as to whether it entered the Top 10 or not.
Certainly prior to more recent claims in a respected publication, The Guinness
Book of Hit Singles, living memory, previous charts and Billy himself in 1961,
did not have it down as breaching the Top Ten. It is now widely accepted, in
hindsight, that it did.
Discovery
In celebrating this special birthday, one that every fan wishes was having Billy
write, as he some times used to , directly to the fans in a fan club newsletter, it
seems timely somehow to recount a little about the start of his career. According to an early October edition of the Liverpool Evening News, Headed ‘The
Cats Love Ronnie’, and which reported on the Larry Parnes ‘Extravaganza’
show Ronnie Wycherley had entered an ODVA talent competition in Bootle
during 1957 but had not been placed. Following this, an unsuccessful Carroll
Levis Show appearance and a period of gigging around Liverpool, the venues
sometimes being Working Men’s Clubs arranged by his close friend and work
colleague, Margo King, the young Ronnie’s ability was officially discovered at
a pre-arranged meeting held backstage on 1st October 1958 at the Essoldo
(Ritz) Theatre in Birkenhead. The legend of Billy simply walking in off the
street just does not hold up. Sadly the venue no longer exists but many of the
bricks from it were put to the best use when painted gold and sold off before
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Marty, Billy and Jimmy Tarbuck
© By kind permission The Liverpool Echo
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2003 to raise money for the Bronze Statue Fund. There are many conflicting
stories of how that historic performance came about. According to friend Billy
Hatton of the Fourmost (who did not evolve from the Four Jays, as folklore
would have us believe), Billy had already successfully auditioned locally for
an agent of Larry Parnes and had been requested to appear at the Essoldo.
Billy Hatton later recalled: “I know that before he actually went to the Essoldo
in Birkenhead, he came to our house and said, there’s some auditions going
on in Birkenhead with this London agent. Will you come over and play for
me. We got the train over there and ended up in this room. So that’s where he
did his audition. Larry Parnes actually wasn’t there, it was one of his sidekicks
but I actually played on the session. Several weeks later he came with his guitar in a cloth and he said, I’ve got to go over to the Essoldo in Birkenhead,
there’s a show, they want me at it, I might be going on. He said look, I haven’t
got a guitar case for my guitar. So I lent him my guitar case”. This conflicts
with an earlier account by one George Harrison in the Echo and Evening Express, March 11th 1966, when it was claimed that Ronnie had turned up at the
Essoldo with his guitar in a plastic bag because he couldn’t afford anything
else!
If Billy Hatton’s memory holds true then so much for Billy’s later modest
claims that he only went to try to get Marty Wilde to record his songs, although no doubt there was an element of truth in that, because of his natural
self-effacement. Billy Hatton and other friends of Billy’s, Brian Johnston and
Freddie Alman also recalled that Billy had recorded some songs on tape at a
house in nearby Hawkestone street where they thought the songs included
Margo, probably Collette and My Babe and Brian later recalled a tape being sent
to Parnes and a letter in reply. They also remembered: “Billy Hatton was on
the stairs with his guitar, and we had the drummer upstairs (Kenny Thompson) to get the backing and we had Billy Fury (Ronnie Wycherley) in the toilet
singing!”
From the evening news article where Billy was interviewed after the show:
How did Ronnie get into the act? “I sent a tape recording to Larry Parnes a
few weeks ago,” he explained, “and I was asked to come here tonight.” During interview in the NME in 1981 there was a different variation from Billy.
After mentioning seeing The Girl Can’t Help It with some mates (who thought
he looked like Eddie Cochran), Ronnie tried playing 20 Flight Rock on his guitar but had difficulty so instead he wrote a few songs, including Maybe Tomorrow. “Anyway I sent them off to try and get a publishing deal. It ended up
with Dick Rowe at Decca getting an earful. He said, “Come down and do a
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recording test,’ which was what you did in those days. So I did and I was offered a deal by Decca. No mention here of a Liverpool audition – Ed) The interviewer, presumably Pennie Smith because this is unclear, then corrected the
sequence of
events from 1958.
‘Before this however, when he’d already been
offered the deal
(again this appears
to differ from all
other accounts), but
hadn’t already
signed, Rowe got
in touch with Ronnie in Liverpool
(unlikely to be in
person in line with
the Hatton account),
to say that a
rock’n’roll package was working
the North.
“Anyway,” recalls
Billy, “when the
show reached the
Birkenhead Essoldo I went over to
see it with some
of the guys I hung
around with.
There was no one
around so I just
walked in, and up
to the dressing
room of Marty Wilde. I told Marty about my deal with Decca, and I sang some
songs to him in the dressing room. He was very nice to me I remember.
In 1961 in The People Billy had recounted how he had written to Parnes asking for an audition and how it had been Parnes that he first saw in the theatre,
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Billy circa 1960
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and who then took him to see Marty. “Next thing I knew I was singing my
songs in Marty’s dressing room, with Marty and another Liverpool kid, Jimmy Tarbuck backing me up on their guitars. Marty said “You’ve got some
great songs there kid.”
Larry Parnes said: “Have you got guts?” I nodded. “Okay” he says, “I’m going to put you in the show. You’re on in eight minutes.”
By the time Marty and Larry Parnes had decided which of my songs I should
sing, the compere was announcing me. I was standing in the wings. When the
compere waved me on I found I just couldn’t move. I just stood there. I was
dead scared.
Then Larry Parnes came up behind me and shoved me hard. I was so keyed
up I automatically turned around to hit him (quite possibly true! – Ed) – and
then realised I was actually standing on stage and all the kids out there were
screaming their heads off because they all thought the way I had come on was
‘part of the act’! I dug the joke and stopped being scared”.
Getting back to the Parnes tape business Billy’s Mum Jean also recalls sending
a tape and photograph of young Ronnie to Larry Parnes, and has showed fans
the photo at some Mill Hill gatherings. Some stories have said that it was the
songs on the historic six track acetate that were sent but Billy’s former mates
Billy, Brian and Freddie are pretty certain it was otherwise. Perhaps however
it was both, which is feasible, and would fit in with Parnes later claim that
Ronnie kept writing to him every few weeks! In interview Larry Parnes and
Billy both had something different to say about the event, the meeting backstage and the performance, and in later years Vince Eager and Jimmy Tarbuck
have also rendered differing reports. In interview with Stuart Colman in 1982
Billy said: “I was about eighteen when I headed out of Liverpool. I wrote a
few songs in my teenage days and I wanted to get then published. So I sent a
tape off to a company who put me in touch with a guy called Dick Rowe at
Decca Records. And I was really so lucky it wasn’t true. They played the tapes
and I was invited down to London to make a record right away, which was a
fantastic lucky break. At the same time I joined a British rock’n’roll show on
the road.’ Larry Parnes, often rather uneconomical with the truth, also
claimed on one occasion that after the Birkenhead Show he took Billy down to
London for the recording contract but in fact this is borne out by Billy in the
1981 interview where Billy had been clear that he recorded his first
session/did the audition during a break in the touring. He had, according to
his interview in The People, signed a contract almost right away, which of
course, would have had to happen, but then a ‘better contract’ was put in
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place, the one signed in London. This fits in with the ‘straight off on tour’ legend, or truth probably as recalled by Vince Eager, but as regards the contract
is different to what Parnes said in a later edition of the Mirabelle magazine –
reproduced in this article.
When all of the accounts are looked at the real story probably goes something
like this. In 1958 (some accounts say May but right now I have no evidence to
support that) Billy records the famous six tracks of largely Elvis numbers at PF
Philips Recording Studio in Kensington in Liverpool. They get transferred onto open reel tape by someone and either young Ronnie’s Mum or Ronnie
sends them off to the Larry Parnes Organisation, crucially, with a photograph
of this incredibly handsome kid. Someone from the Parnes organisation, or
possibly Dick Rowe from Decca, asks the youngster to attend the Essoldo.
Parnes possibly also sends a letter saying call in at the next show in the area or
even detailing the October 1st show. Possibly this is pre-empted by a meeting
and some sort of audition in Liverpool where Ronnie is asked to attend the
Essoldo but also record some of his songs. There are three local witnesses to
this version. These recordings, most likely including the ‘jewel in the crown’
track, Maybe Tomorrow, (despite Billy Hatton not including it) get recorded by
Ronnie, Billy etc. and sent off to Dick Rowe. Ronnie turns up as planned at
the Essoldo and everything takes off, but, unlike the fairy tale account, there is
already some knowledge of how good this kid is likely to be. True enough, no
photo or primitive recordings could have prepared anyone in either the dressing room or later in the theatre for the phenomenon released upon them!
Whatever the truth behind the legend of how Ronnie got to sing at the Essoldo,
later that evening Billy’s professional career took off, with a performance that
reportedly brought the house down. The Evening News: “Two thousand
screaming teenagers held up the programme at Larry Parnes Extravaganza –
which featured rock ’n’ roll idol Marty Wilde – last Wednesday when an 18
year old Dingle boy, Ronnie Wycherley of 35 Haliburton Street, completed a
three minute spot in the programme.”
There was no mention of which songs Ronnie performed but if he had only
three minutes chances are that eye witness Brian Johnston, in interview with
the Sound Of Fury’s Maureen Bowden in 1998, was right when he recalled
that it was Just Because and Maybe Tomorrow. In a Cool for Cats article from
Disc in April 1959 yet again it claims Billy performed three numbers. In a Mirabelle, probably from 1961, Parnes says that Billy only performed ‘A couple
of numbers’ but this conflicts with the three songs he later sometimes claimed
were performed, and which he said included Just Because, or the four recounted by Billy in an interview in 1982 when he said he believed Don’t Knock Upon
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My Door was one of them. In the excellent 1981 NME interview Billy stated
that he sung ‘a few songs’ that night. However, back in 1961 in the infamous
‘life story’ in The People Billy said, “I sang four numbers. The kids really went
for Maybe Tomorrow. Big applause. Screaming chicks. I strolled off-stage feeling about a foot taller.” I wonder who wrote this People account because it’s
pretty certain Billy didn’t! As an educated guess if there had been four numbers performed then Just Because to open, Maybe Tomorrow, Margo and Don’t
Knock Upon My Door would probably have been it. For my money however,
Brian Johnston’s account of two numbers, backed up by the Evening News
‘two minutes’, is probably correct, Billy and Larry both being so unreliable in
the memory stakes!
Continuing with the eyewitness account of Brian, he had apparently travelled
by train with Billy and another mate, Les Tennant, arriving at the Essoldo at
1pm, finding only the cleaners there. It was raining and so they went to the
cinema for the afternoon. When they emerged from the cinema it was around
5pm so they visited a cafe, before returning to the Essoldo. There they found a
crowd of girls, (probably the same ones reported by Mary Wilde in later years
to be screaming outside the dressing when Ronnie was singing to Marty and
Parnes). Having clapped eyes on the cool looking cat in a black shirt, black
pants, three quarter length ‘Texan’ boxed jacket, grey with blue flecks, and
dark blue patches over the shoulders and black shoes with white canvas inserts, they already knew who they were screaming over! Never one to miss
an opportunity , and already according to Billy Hatton , a real ‘babe magnet’,
Ronnie told them he was appearing on the show and that his name was Stean
Wade. He even signed autographs so as Mo Bowden said in fan club magazine
number 4; whoever still has an autograph of Stean Wade certainly has something special! At this time the artists started to arrive and Ronnie showed
someone (possibly Vince Eager) his letter and the lads were invited inside
where they were introduced to Larry Parnes (more conflict with Billy’s 1961
account). Larry gave Brian and Les tickets for the show (one original 2/6 ticket
had reached over £95.00 when I last checked the bidding on eBay recently)
and took Ronnie off them. The lads sat through the first half then want backstage where Ronnie told them he was going to open the second half of the
show. It had obviously helped that Les was a friend of the stand-in compere,
Jimmy Tarbuck.
Larry Parnes came on stage first (not according to the Evening News report)
and said he was always on the look-out for local talent (perhaps an unfortunate turn of phrase in his case!), and then introduced Ronnie as Stean Wade. I
doubt this – it was most likely Ronnie Wycherly. There is no mention of this
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Prowling on the pier around 1960 (but who is that on the left?)
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name in the Evening News account but we know Billy favoured this Western
sounding name. This also conflicts with the account given by Jimmy Tarbuck
on Radio 2 back in 2008 when he said that he introduced Ronnie as Billy Fury.
This is most unlikely as the first Billy knew of this name is when he opened a
Daily Mirror later in the tour, and also Vince Eager only remembers Ronnie as
Billy on temporary billing signs at the Stretford Essoldo. Anyway, The Evening
News reported that Jimmy, from Mossley Hill, and who had won first prize at
a Butlins contest as a comedian, was by choice a rock ’n’ roller and had one
long player released! It does appear he played acoustic guitar backstage helping Billy out during the audition. Another later account, more about Jimmy
than Billy, has Jimmy’s patter not going over well that night!
According to Brian there was no backing, only Billy on his guitar, (an account
backed up by Billy in interview in 1981 when he was insistent it was just acoustic – (or had this earlier article sub-consciously informed Brian’s account?) and you
could hear a pin drop until he finished. Vince Eager also supports this by saying there was just Billy in the spotlight, using a Hofner guitar borrowed from
Kenny Packwood of the Wildcats, but adds that there was a quiet rhythm backing for Billy from John Barry. In truth what is most likely is that they are both
partially right with John Barry doing the ‘quiet’ backing from behind the curtain. The Evening News reported: ‘Ex-tugman Ronnie, with a little apprehension, took to the stage at the Essoldo Theatre, Birkenhead, after the compere of
the show said “Larry Parnes has given many breaks to young people in his
time and tonight he has invited a young local boy to entertain you.” Wearing a
two-tone Texan jacket and a guitar slung over his shoulder, Ronnie nervously
walked on to the stage, and swung straight into the first number with an Elvis
Presley inspired style. His three minutes were constantly punctuated with
screams and shouts from hundreds of teenage girls, which were intensified at
the least movement of his body’. This last comment seems to conflict with
Brian’s account but once again it’s possible that the girls were quiet during the
beautiful Maybe Tomorrow and more ‘vocal’ when Ronnie rocked.
Just to add to the story, and albeit complicate things, it’s worthwhile, despite
the unreliability of some accounts by Larry Parnes to include his embellished
side of the whole discovery story, in ‘The Night I pushed Billy on Stage’, from
an early 60’s edition of Mirabelle, written by Dick Tateham. It conflicts all over
the place with other accounts, even those by Larry and Billy, and never once
mentions the rehearsal with Marty and Tarby or the classic line, “You’re on in
eight minutes”, which is probably true, and mentioned by Billy and Larry in
other accounts.
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Larry Parnes: “The story starts right back at the beginning of 1958, when a certain letter came onto my desk one morning. There was nothing unusual about
this letter. I had hundreds like it before. I’ve had thousands since. It added up
to the fact that the writer wanted to break into show business and wondered if
I would give him a chance. With the letter came a photograph and a tape. I
didn’t play the tape for several weeks. I was (as usual) so pressed for time. It
was also some time before I could answer the letter. I just put everything in
the top centre drawer of my desk. Possibly I would have forgotten about them.
What stopped me was that every ten days or so the young man in question
would write to me again. “No doubt about it,” I said to myself, “whoever he
is he is very determined!”
So at last I wrote back I said: “If ever one of my shows comes near where you
live, please call at the stage door and ask for me.” Then I did forget about it!
Months went by. Then one night a package show I had put on tour was playing at Birkenhead. Marty Wilde was top of the bill. The show had been started
some time and I was standing backstage when the doorkeeper brought me a
message. There was a Mr Wycherley to see me. Wycherley? Vaguely I seemed
to remember the name. But in connection with what I couldn’t say. Anyway I
went to the stage door....
A fair haired lad was waiting there. He looked about seventeen. He carried a
guitar. “Mr Parnes,” he said, in a soft earnest voice, “I sure hoped you’d be
here.
Remember all my letters? You know – you told me to look you up if you came
this way.”
Then I remembered. This was the young man with determination! I sensed
there was something about him which told me he might have a future in show
business.
This may seem crazy since I had never heard him sing (what about the tape Larry?) but there seemed a warmth and sparkle in his manner. Even the fact that
he was clearly nervous couldn’t conceal that. Then – in a flash – I had decided
what to do. I would take a big gamble. “Come and watch the show from the
side of the stage,” I invited. We went to the prompt corner. He was still carrying his guitar. I knew the act on-stage was due to finish in a couple of minutes.
I waited for a while, then suddenly asked this boy “Have you got guts?” (at
least this is what most other accounts agree on!) He grinned and looked at me in a
puzzled fashion. But he quickly answered, “Sure I have. So?” I said: “Let’s
have a look at that guitar.” He took it from his case (or was this Billy Hatton’s
case – and what about the story of Billy using Kenny Packer’s guitar?). As he did so
the act on stage came to an end. I then said to this fair-haired boy, “Go on
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stage and start singing!” Maybe he didn’t understand. Maybe he thought I
was kidding. So I promptly pushed him out on stage (which corresponds to most
accounts). He got the message then! He ran to the microphone and started to
perform. Well, he was sensational (a view later expressed by Marty Wilde) A real
gas! He only did a couple of numbers – but that was enough to get the fans
rooting wildly for him. The boy who was Ronald Wycherley has since become
rather better known as Billy Fury. Billy’s accounts tie in with this in part and
he recalled in interview in the 70’s and 80’s that he was so nervous his knees
were shaking and the audience thought it was part of the act!
Parnes continued: “But I didn’t sign up Billy right away. I knew it might take
several years to build him into a big name. Therefore strong loyalty on both
sides would be needed. I preferred to go ahead without a contract at first (this
conflicts directly with some other accounts.) We did that from November 1958 to
March 1959.”
Was this true, because Billy seemed to indicate two contracts with Parnes.
What ever happened about the contract between Parnes and Billy, one thing is
sure. The Daily Sketch for Thursday November 27th 1958, under the headline
of ‘Tugboat Billy Hauls in a Whopper,’ carried a picture of Billy signing to
Decca records. The rest, as they say, is history.
There can now, never be a definitive account of this part of the Billy Fury story,
and if it all adds to increasing the ‘Legend’, the mystique, then so be it. What
is clear, from the accounts of Brian and the Evening News, Larry, Marty,
Vince Eager, etc. is that Ronnie/Stean/Billy was a great success and the following day he was off on tour, never to look back. A remarkable story, no matter
what the whole truth of it. As a footnote, what is interesting about the
Evening News article is the comment that: ‘He composes his own music and
has written 25 rock ’n’ roll tunes within two years.’ This means that it is likely
that some of the tracks for the Sound of Fury album, the ones on the so called
rehearsal tapes, were after all, done before Ronnie became Billy Fury and that
the tape many, including me, believed was from late in 1959 or early 1960 was
from 1956–57. This would account for the very adolescent sounding vocals,
although the kid sounds quite self-assured as to what he wants.
The Sound of Fury (Chris) would very much like to hear from anyone who was there
on 1st October 1958 and has any memory at all of the occasion.
Acknowledgements: Mo Bowden, Paul Pierot, Stu Colman, NDT.
In the next magazine the 70th Birthday celebration continues together with
The Sound of Fury Album and Billy in 1960.
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John Leyton – Injury, Biggles Anniversary and
World Cup Single
John has had an accident very recently but we understand that he is recovering well and we send all our best on behalf of Billy’s fans everywhere. If any
fans wish to send a get well card or purchase a copy of John’s World Cup single ( a reissue from the last world cup) please write to JRM Partnership, Vicarage Road, Hampton Wick, Kingston-Upon Thames, Surrey, KT 1 4 EB. Enclose
sae for reply on cost of CD Single.
For the Biggles fans amongst us
(my childhood hero in the books
but I had no TV to see the shows,)
this April is the 50th Anniversary of
John’s showbiz debut as Ginger
Lacey. I understand the series is
not available for us ordinary mortals on DVD as yet – we can hope.
Forty four episodes were broadcast
from April to October 1960. John’s
manager has finally located a picture of Billy with John, Marty and
Joe not very clear but the best we can do at the moment.

King of cool with fan circa 1960
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Chris’s CD Corner
John Fogerty – The Blue Ridge Rangers Rides Again Verve Forecast
Fortunate Son CD/DVD Deluxe Edition 02527 14332
Apart from the incorrect title, (it should read Ride Again,) this is a fine package for lovers of Fogerty, and or pure country music or country pop. My
friend near Nashville, Chase Webster was kind enough to send me this and I
have now seen the standard version in UK shops. The reason that Chase sent
it is because the song he wrote, had a hit in the American South with, and then
watched Pat Boone sell it around the world, is on here – Moody River, and
what a good version it is too. Regrettably Chase is not a guest artist either on
the track or in the
studio, but some
other fine artists
are. Don Henley
and Timothy B
Schmidt from the
Eagles help pay
tribute to the late
great, and still
much missed Rick
Nelson on the classic Garden Party.
This really works
and shy and unassuming Rick
would have loved
this. Bruce Springsteen comes in effectively on When
Will I Be Loved, the
Everly’s classic and snatches of him can be seen in the studio on DVD also. I
would have liked to see complete performances of a couple of the songs but
the DVD (only with deluxe set) is informative. The other highlight for me was
the cover of Haunted House (Gene Summers and Jerry Lee Lewis) but the more
country style tracks do grow on you; the Kendall’s song, Heaven’s Just A Sin
Away, John Denver’s Back Home Again and others. Change in the Weather is the
track perhaps most reminiscent of Creedance Clearwater Revival but this is in
no way a CCR type album; either in concept or delivery. A nice addition from
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this dedicated musician and strong singer for anyone’s collection though, and
better by far in my opinion than the original 1973 Blue Ridge Rangers album.
Also available two great in-concert DVDs ,The Long Road Home – In Concert,
Fantasy 88072 70229 and Coming Down the Road – The Concert at the Royal
Albert Hall, Fortunate Son – 060257202969
Roseanne Cash – The List EMI Manhattan Records 509996 985262-7
I have liked the occasional track by this feisty female country star for some
time now, ever since
seeing her appear in
the Carl Perkins Tribute Blue Suede Shoes
Show.
She really is her
father’s daughter and
for the most part this
is a fine album. I was
disappointed to find
a couple or so of the
numbers tackled in
almost a cocktail
lounge way instrumentally, especially
the laid back approach to I’m Moving
On and Take These
Chains From My Heart
but it was brave to
attempt such changes in style from the norm. What she could have done had
she tackled the former number head on like Billy and Elvis did; well, it would
have rocked, and in my opinion she should have done much better, but never
mind. Motherless Children is full of social comment, usually a turn-off in songs
for me apart from If I Can Dream and In The Ghetto (not on here – the Elvis
songs obviously) which are just so good anyway, but that did not lessen the
impact of the soulful vocal on it. Her emotive voice achieved its obviously intended aim of making me think deeply about the message in the song. Sea of
Heartbreak with Bruce Springsteen on guest vocals is enjoyably different, and
of course Johnny Cash tackled this not long before he died. Bruce should do a
‘country’ album. I love Heartaches By The Number tackled in an up-tempo rock
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beat way with help from Elvis Costello and also the haunting 500 Miles. Mind
you, no-one can really top Gene Vincent on that one but this is great – why
this artist is not so much bigger is a mystery, she is far better than so many other female country artists – great soulful voice and feel for this music. Long
Black Veil, done really well by Ronnie Hawkins, is a nod towards her Dad,
who of course recorded and performed great versions of it. The Patsy Cline
number She’s Got You demonstrates what a great country voice this girl has
got and Merle Haggard’s Silver Wings works well too.
This is a fine, if for me, slightly patchy album in concept, but there is nothing
patchy about Rosanne’s performance, which is superb throughout. A bit like
the excellent John Fogerty album reviewed above; just because either every
track choice or every backing style is not exactly to my liking this does not
mean there is anything wrong with the overall album – far from it. This is a
great album.

Fort Perch Rock
Defending Merseyside’s Heritage since
1829 February 2010 Newsletter
Fort Perch Rock always has regular monthly events to keep you occupied, so
check out our latest news & events. This month includes details of the
Billy Fury Rock’n’Roll weekend in April.

Events…

BILLY FURY
70 Years Remembered
Welcome to an extra special, eight-year celebration of
‘THE BILLY FURY ROCK’N’ROLL WEEKEND’.
This year we remember Billy who on April 17th 2010 would have been
celebrating his 70th Birthday.
On October 1st 1958, Billy made his debut at The Essoldo in Birkenhead,
Marty Wilde along with Vince Eager who also appeared on the bill the
same night are welcomed back to Merseyside
for this special weekend of celebrations for Billy’s Birthday.
Unfortunately, Billy shared his birth date with the tragic loss of his
friend
Eddie Cochran in 1960,
whom Billy always remembered! We too would like to remember him
50 years on.
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We hope you can join in the weekend’s events to celebrate
‘Britain’s Greatest Rock’n’Roller’

Saturday 10th to Sunday 18th April 2010
Fort Perch Rock, New Brighton, Wirral
An exhibition of paintings, photographs and memorabilia of Billy and fellow stars, which
also includes pictures of The Essoldo in Birkenhead where Billy made his debut.
The Liverpool Academy of Arts and the Northwest Film Trust bring it to you.
Admission charge payable.

Saturday 17th April 11.30am
Nostalgic bus tour covering Wirral and Liverpool, visiting many of Billy’s
places of interest and music venues. The tour will consist of an old style London
Double Decker bus, with your tour guide Ray O’Brien, a Merseyside Music
Historian. Billy’s childhood friend and Merseybeat star Mr. Billy Hatton of
The Fourmost, will also be joining the tour in Liverpool. A statue visit is included.
Tickets £10 – Booking is essential. Contact Ray O’Brien Tel: 0151 512 8398 /
e-mail:- rayo1@ntlworld.com

Saturday 17th April 7.30pm – Main Event
Floral Pavilion Theatre, New Brighton, Wirral
Not to be missed - ‘Marty Wilde and The Wildcats’, ‘Vince Eager with Rockola’,
plus Merseyside’s own ‘The Undertakers’. A great Rock’n’Roll line up with your
Compere for the evening,Comedian Hal Nolan. Tickets £19.50. / Box office
0151 666 0000. / www.floralpavilion.com

Sunday 18th April – 12 Noon
Fort Perch Rock, New Brighton, Wirral
We finish the weekend off with Talks and Interviews with
Vince Eager and Cliff Roberts
along with Q & A session. Live music from Dave Chevron as Billy Fury
and 50’s rock’n’roll with
Shelly Gee. Memorabilia stalls, café and bar. Admission £6.00
For further details on all events Tel: 0797 628 2120
e-mail:- d.darroch@ntlworld.com
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Sunday 11 July 2010 Nottingham Arts Theatre 7-30pm

Picture © Decca Records

Showgirls, Dancers, Billy Fury singing on
original Decca and Parlophone recordings
Including clips from his film
“I’ve Gotta Horse”
Directed by Maggie Andrew
Book early for best position – tickets £10/£8 concessions www.nottingham-theatre.co.uk
Box office, Nottm Arts Theatre, George St, Nottingham NG1 3BE
or telephone 0115 9476096
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The Sunnyside Event – 19/20th March 2010
As has become usual now the Friday night ‘open mike’ session at the Toby Inn
was packed out, with great atmosphere which encouraged even us lesser talented mortals to ‘have a go’. Arriving a little late I did not get to see everyone perform and a lack of space precludes a blow by blow account, as indeed it does
for the whole weekend. For a full account fans should access Billyfury.com.
Talking of which of course all fans should be very grateful to Harry Whitehouse
for taking the gamble each year in organising these events – thanks Harry, the
strain must be enormous on you and Maureen, and we really appreciate it.
Thanks are due as well to the manager of the Sunnyside because if he had not
succeeded in turning the venue’s fortunes around it may have been pulled
down.
There were performances from many of the artists who would perform full sets
on the Saturday, (Colin Paul and Rob were of course excellent) some great vocals from other folk just having a go but for me the highlights were the unbelievably impassioned ‘Little Elvis’ (Mark Tuthill from Liverpool), and Kevin
Summerfield finishing off the night with It’s Only Make Believe. A great friendly
night, conducive to people letting their hair down, and as usual down to Rob
Dee and his co-ordination.
For the following review some photos from the Friday or from earlier on Saturday have been used because the lighting made those taken on the Saturday
night unclear, and frankly we should have got closer to the ‘stage ‘.
On the Saturday the venue opened at 1pm and the acts started at 5pm. The talented Dave Jaye compered in the absence of Pierre Petrou, and with his nice
personable manner and presence made a fine job of it, with Colin Paul co-ordinating the acts on his sound system, also doing the excellent job we expect from
either him or Rob on these occasions. First up was John Stack with just his electric guitar, no easy thing to pull off, to give us six numbers including, Phone Call,
Am I Blue and in closing If I Lose You – an eclectic set. Around this time, to the
surprise of most of us, Billy’s Mum Mrs Jean Wycherley, arrived with members
of the BFITOY Fan Club – it was good to see her after all these years and everyone applauded her arrival. It was also nice to see gentleman Johnny Storme
present. Regrettably he has been unwell of late and did not perform; we wish
him well and hope to see him on stage again in the future. Everyone missed the
lovely Pauline Swindells, who of course passed away recently, and who would
have loved to be present to see Billy’s Mum there; but it was good to see her
husband Henry present and contributing so much to Alder Hey on behalf of
Pauline.
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It was also nice to see old ‘Billy friends’ again, including Paul and Venny Williams and that walking Billy Encyclopaedia and friend, Alan Coombe and his
lovely wife Jayne.
Back to the show and Paul Ritchie, who is an entertainer from Birmingham,
and new to the event. A really nice and talented guy he gave us a fine professional set of around six numbers including his favourite Billy B side, I’ll Never
Fall In Love Again, some rock ’n’ roll classics and a really nice A Love Worth Waiting For from the ‘Shaky’ songbook. A nice set which went over well. This act
was followed by another nice, earnest young guy and massive Billy fan, Dave
Wilcox, who gave us several numbers including I’ll Show You, a rousing Just Because and in closing Nobody’s Child. The irrepressible Snowy rocked hard and
heavy as always but also included an enjoyable Tell Laura I Love Her and Running Bear. The endearingly music-mad Little Elvis, more restrained than on the
previous night! rocked through Teddy Bear. Dean Hubert, who had performed
an excellent duet on Collette with his lovely wife Jane the night before, (as a duo
I think they are called Two Step) looked and sounded great with a mixed set
including Last Night Was Made For Love, a good Slippin’n’ Sliding and in closing,
Forget Him. A pleasant surprise was the appearance after a singing absence
through illness of five years, of Laura and Emily Buckley with an enchanting
set which included their version of Like I’ve Never Been Gone, segued with Dream
and a lovely Give Me Your Heart Tonight. Forget Him featuring Billy’s speaking
voice from 1982 was incredibly moving and the tribute song, Legends Never Die
is more believable lyric wise, now that the girls are older. Dave Jaye can always be relied upon to deliver the goods, a really fine performer of our music,
and I really enjoyed hearing The First Time (I would love to see a whole Adam
and Roulettes set from someone one day), From A Window (really well sung )
and in closing one of my Billy favourites, the often neglected, All I Wanna Do Is
Cry. Geoff Howlett, with guitar and backing tracks, gave us a professional selection of classics from our time. It was great to hear a pleasant version of Pretty
Blue Eyes; a number Billy should have recorded in a studio although the version
we have (is Billy duetting with Marty Wilde as has been said) is enjoyable
enough. I really like the guys from Bentgrass; genuine musicians, no edge, always open and friendly. David Lancaster, vocals, and John Burke, guitar, keyboard and vocals. It was John’s birthday the night before.
Their set, delivered with their usual humour and a great measure of heart and
soul, was a nice mix of Billy (Somebody Else’s Girl and King For Tonight – great to
that they had our Searchers mad Cecilia on her feet to When You Walk In The
Room.
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Sunnyside 2010 Artists

L to R Dave Wilcox, Little Elvis, Rob Dee, Dave Jay, Kevin Summerfield, Geoff Howlett,
John Stark, Paul Ritchie, Colin & Billy’s Mum, Dean & Jane Hubert , Michelle Gibson,
Snowy, Harry Whitehouse, Emily and Laura Buckley, Creeping Bentgrass
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The raffle and auction, the latter conducted (after a fashion!) by yours truly
raised substantial sums for Alder Hey, to add to the overall sum, and Harry
was very grateful for those who contributed items and also of course, those
who made bids for them and bought raffle tickets etc. Harry once again mentioned how good it was to have such a special guest present.
Rob Dee is another artist who never fails to deliver and might be afforded the
Billy sobriquet of Mr Consistency! Another excellent set during which he presented scarves, Elvis style to ladies present, including Billy’s Mum to whom
he paid tribute.
Opening with a plaintive Maybe Tomorrow he moved effortlessly through various styles and numbers including You’re Swell and All My Hopes, always
good, Sleepless Nights (dedicated to his lovely wife Chris) and a Don’t Walk
Away, which was great to hear. Unusually the backing track was ‘modern’
but it still worked, driving the number along. It’s always good when different Billy numbers are used instead of the more run of the mill ones. Rob dedicated It’s Only Make Believe to Pat Young, whose presence was much missed.
Pat is recovering from an operation and we wish her well. In closing we got a
new one again from Rob, Alright, Goodbye, leaving a whole lot of pleased
punters. Rob really is a superb Billy Fury Tribute artist and totally dedicated
fan, much admired by other artists and, it goes without saying, by Billy’s
fans. Just because we see a lot of him does not mean any of us should take
him for granted.
Michelle Gibson has a big voice and delivered a powerful set, going from
Hurt to several Brenda Lee numbers and inevitably, Lipstick On Your Collar.
She had brought her baby daughter Eleanor with her which had everyone
cooing of course. A good set, from a fine voice.
Finally it was time for the great sounds of Colin Paul and the Persuaders.
Good to see old friend Dave Lee on keyboards and to meet the new band; Joe
Peden on lead guitar, Peter Thomas on drums and the ‘original’ Chris Evans!
on bass. Joe and Peter had formerly worked with PJ Proby and Jim had said
that Peter was the best drummer he ever had and he was sorry to lose two
such great musicians. This was justified by the performance we were privileged to enjoy for the rest of the night.
Commencing with a storming Nothin’ Shakin and Running Around we had a
really fine version of the Rodney Crowell /Johnny Cash Walk The Line Revisited and a moving and really well performed I’m Lost Without You (which just
like Rob’s special It’s Only Make Believe earlier in the evening) took me right
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back to December 1982, and no doubt did the same for Billy’s Mum too,
and others who had been present back then. Colin brought Billy’s Mum
up to sing her favourite Billy song, In Thought’s Of You and the audience
response was deafening, with everyone standing. I cannot remember if it
was after this or later that Mrs Wycherley thanked everyone present, especially Harry, for keeping Billy’s name alive and for supporting Alder Hey,
where she still goes every Christmas with bags of toys for the children.
Colin’s version of I’d Never Find Another You was spot on and the faster
numbers got people up. Do You Wanna Dance was followed by Peter Thomas taking vocals on a rocking It’ll Be Me and then Moody Blue was as superb as ever. Later Colin got everybody to sing Happy Birthday for Billy’s
Mum who will be 89 years old on 25th March. Unchained Melody was flawless and powerful as always and Forget Him as always suited Colin’s voice
well. Helpless was dedicated to Albie Wycherley, who is rather unwell at
present. The Billy anthem, Halfway To Paradise, had been avoided during
the event so far and the floor was packed with everyone holding hands in
American Trilogy and Forget Him fashion. With shades of Billy in ’82 Colin
and the boys rocked out to Johnny B Goode and then got Rob to come back
up where he reprised ‘Make Believe’. Don’t Knock Upon My Door and Turn
Your Lamp Down Low led to Colin ending with Jealousy and it was all over
bar the goodbyes.
At some stage Colin said how good it was to see both fan clubs working in
harmony and how Billy would have wanted that. It has to be said that of
course everyone in the SOF has never wanted anything else but for everybody in the Billy world to get along, and no one can gainsay that fact. Another great gathering of dedicated artists and fans all helping to promote
the legend that is Billy Fury. Well done Harry and to every artist and everyone who participated. A pity some familiar faces were missing, nice people
and good artists, some of whom I regards as friends and who I would personally have wished to have seen this year, even of it were to mean shorter
sets for everyone. It was good to see the new faces nevertheless. One major artist, who I have never seen here, except doing his own show, is my
good friend and superb performer, Johnny Red. Perhaps one year he will
get here. To those unable to attend – you missed some great performances.
If there is another Sunnyside, and we all hope there is, do support
billyfury.com and come along.
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KRYS’s Sincere Tribute to Billy
by Cecilia Darvell
On Saturday 23rd January the KRYS Band entertained rock ‘n’ rollers at the Festival Inn Trowell, Nottingham with their very sincere, personal tribute to Billy
Fury. Alan Austin who actually worked with Billy performs his songs with
such power and feeling that a special kind of magic emanates from the stage.
Along with all the hits and the b-sides there were also some rarely heard
tracks like Don’t Leave Me This Way. Colette had the floor packed with jivers
and so quickly an hour had passed and the first half finished with It’s Only
Make Believe.
The second half rocked with old favourites like Nothin’ Shakin’, My Advice and
many more, in all they covered around forty of Billy’s songs to a very appreciative audience. Their final song was Give Me Your Word and the standing ovation they received was well deserved.
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Billy Fury Tribute Night Concerts
Gig Guide
April
13 Halfway to Paradise − The Billy Fury Story

Bradford Alhambra Theatre
01274 432000
22 Halfway to Paradise − The Billy Fury Story Frome Memorial Hall
01373 462795
23 Halfway to Paradise − The Billy Fury Story The Radlett Centre
01923 859291
23 Rob Dee Solo Tribute to Billy Fury
Comrades Club Nailsworth
02920 831907
24 Halfway to Paradise − The Billy Fury Story The Regent Theatre
Ipswich 01473 433100
May
1 Colin Paul & the Persuaders − Billy meets
Broken Cross Social
Elvis Show
Club Macclesfield 07703717201
6 Halfway to Paradise − The Billy Fury Story Whitley Bay Playhouse
0844 277 277
14 Johnny Red Charity Night − Billy, Elvis and The Swivell Club,
Shaky Show
Higham Ferrers W.M.C.
07887 851 427
21 Halfway to Paradise − The Billy Fury Story
23 Halfway to Paradise − The Billy Fury Story

June
11/ Billy Fury Weekend − Yesterday Once
12 More
25 Halfway to Paradise − The Billy Fury Story
27 Halfway to Paradise − The Billy Fury Story
27 Rob Dee Solo Tribute to Billy Fury
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Epsom Playhouse
01372 742555
The Princess Theatre
Hunstanton
01485 532252
Adelphi Hotel Liverpool
01934 733958
Prince of Wales Theatre
Cannock 01543 578762
Loughborough Town Hall
01509 231914
Grand Burstin Hotel
Folkestone 0871 2220048
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